Results: PROMIS PF was lower (p<0.01) and PI higher (p<0.01), however, PROMIS D (p=0.26) was similar between PASS(Yes/No) groups. The AUC for PROMIS PF(p<0.01) and PI(p<0.01) were significant but not PROMIS D (p=0.21). The cut offs for PASS(Yes) with 95% specificity were 52.0 and 50.7 for PF and PI, respectively. The cut offs for PASS(No) with 95% sensitivity were 23.6 and 69.6 for PF and PI, respectively. PROMIS values between 23.6 and 52 for PF and between 50.7 and 69.6 for PI were PASS ambiguous. Regression analysis showed that gender, visit type, and PROMIS (PI/PF) significantly predicted PASS(Yes)/(No) (75% accuracy).
Conclusion: PROMIS t-scores of near 50 (average of US population) correspond to PASS(Yes) cut offs for both PF and PI. When feasible a benchmark of 50 on PROMIS T-scores may be a reasonable goal for patient outcome after foot and ankle treatments. For patients that are PASS ambiguous, other factors such as preoperative PROMIS scores (PF and PI), gender, and visit type (new or follow up) may motivate discussions with patients about their expectations of treatment. Longer term follow-up, may result in a higher percentage of PASS YES patients and alter cut off scores.
